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Abstract

Large-scale land acquisitions (LSLAs) have received considerable scholarly attention over the last decade, and progress has been made towards quantifying their direct impacts. There is also a growing recognition of the importance of indirect effects of LSLAs, such as ‘spillover’ or indirect land-use change (iLUC), and the substantial challenges they pose for attribution and quantification. In fact, the relative contributions of direct and indirect LUC associated with LSLAs are unknown. This study aims to address these knowledge gaps using Economic Land Concessions (ELCs) in Cambodia, now the most targeted country for LSLAs in Southeast Asia. We leverage findings on archetypical pathways of direct and indirect LUC in Cambodia, developed through previous mixed-methods synthesis efforts, to quantify remotely sensed forest loss to specific ELCs. During 2000–2016, Cambodia roughly 1611 kha of forest, or 22% of total forest cover. Although ELCs (as of 2016) contained roughly 16% of Cambodia’s forest cover (2000), forest lost within ELC boundaries accounted for nearly 30% (476 kha) of total forest lost by 2016. Furthermore, iLUC contributed an additional 49–174 kha of forest loss (3.0%–10.7% of all forest lost in Cambodia) over the same period. Thus, iLUC contributed to Cambodia’s total forest loss at the rate of 11.4%–40.8% of direct LUC caused by ELCs. Such findings suggest that the total amount of LUC caused by LSLAs may well be underestimated globally. This and related synthesis research efforts can be valuable approaches for better targeting remote sensing analyses to specific locations and time periods needed to disentangle and quantify forest loss due to direct and indirect land change processes.

1. Introduction

More than 49 Mha have been leased globally to transnational investors in tracts greater than 200 ha, known as large-scale land acquisitions (LSLAs), and another almost 20 Mha are pending [1, 2]. While LSLAs have become common practice within an increasingly globalized and teleconnected world system, LSLAs are unique among agricultural commodity production practices in their potential for rapid and large-scale deforestation [3] and displacement of local communities [4–8]. Due to a lack of transparency and geographic specificity in reported LSLAs, there are few quantitative estimates of the scope and magnitude of environmental impacts of LSLAs [3, 9–11], and these focus mainly on direct land-use changes (LUC) associated with LSLA implementation. Indirect land-use change (iLUC), a type of ‘spillover’ or ‘leakage’ effect, is a widely acknowledged consequence of large-scale agriculture operations [12] with environmental impacts potentially comparable to direct LUC, but the impacts of iLUC have been quantified in only a few isolated contexts [13, 14]. LSLAs are a global phenomenon and yet estimates of the magnitude of deforestation attributable to MLA-caused iLUC are missing. Fully accounting for direct and indirect LUCs would...
broaden our understanding of the scope of social and environmental impacts associated with LSLAs.

Cambodia offers a potentially important example as it is the second-most targeted country for LSLAs globally [15]. While the term ‘land acquisitions’ is employed in the literature to refer to any type of land deal regardless of origin and type of investment, ‘economic land concessions’ (ELCs) such as those that occur in Cambodia specifically refer to a subset of LSLAs, wherein the state grants land, in either concession or lease form, to foreign and national investors in areas that are categorized as pertaining to the state [16, 17]. Since 2000, lands leased through ELCs encompass 2277 kha and contained roughly 16% of Cambodia’s forest cover in 2000. The first assessment of forest loss associated with ELCs, conducted by Davis et al (2015), covered the period of 2000–2012, during which total forest loss within ELCs was an estimated 260 kha, and occurred at an annual loss rate 29%–105% higher than in comparable areas elsewhere in the country. Since that study, and following mounting domestic and international pressures, a moratorium of all new ELCs was declared in 2012, which required active production to begin or the concession would be revoked [18]. What followed was an abrupt increase in forest clearing after 2012 prompting many new and emerging land disputes that remain unresolved [19, 20]. Until now, forest loss due to iLUC, often associated with such land disputes around ELCs [19–21], has yet to be quantified.

This study has two main objectives. First, we assess forest loss due to direct LUC within ELC boundaries post-moratorium, updating the estimates presented by Davis et al [3]. Updating the quantity of forest loss in Cambodia is critical, as forest loss observed after 2012 was markedly higher than in preceding years due, in large part, to a policy-induced (rather than market-induced) response. Second, we quantify forest loss attributed to iLUC caused by ELCs across all of Cambodia from 2000 to 2016. In doing so, we quantify localized iLUC, which has to this point only been conducted through local case studies or for specific frontier regions worldwide (e.g. Brazil, Argentina).

iLUC occurs when land-use changes in one location displace previous land uses to another location [13, 22]. The occurrence and impacts of iLUC have received the most scholarly attention in the context of biofuel production [22–24]. Cultivation of biofuels often occurs within existing agricultural systems, displacing previous agricultural activities, and the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that result from the reestablishment of displaced agricultural activities elsewhere can negate any GHG mitigation that may have occurred through the use of biofuels. Quantifying the GHG emissions resulting from biofuel-induced iLUC is typically done through global-scale, equilibrium-based modeling approaches [23]. Outside of the biofuel context, quantification of iLUC at the sub-national scale has been rare. Applying spatial regression in the case of the Brazilian Amazon, Arima et al [13] estimated that a 10% reduction in land cultivated for soy would have avoided as much as 40% of indirect deforestation from displaced cattle pastures. While these approaches produce quantifiable estimates of iLUC, they do not explicitly address the causal mechanisms that link LUC in a specific time and place to iLUC elsewhere. Causal analysis of iLUC remains a conceptual and methodological challenge, because the mechanisms for reestablishment of displaced land uses are often unobservable. Novel approaches that integrate qualitative information about displacement processes are needed to connect distal LUCs in space and time.

Recent findings [21] suggest that ELCs in Cambodia produced iLUC that contributed substantially to total forest loss. The amount of direct LUC and likelihood of iLUC were quantified using a novel synthesis approach combining remote sensing, propensity score matching, survival analysis, and qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) of case studies. Causal relationships between iLUC and ELCs with specific characteristics were established by triangulating the findings from each analysis. Survival analysis demonstrated statistically significantly faster rates of forest loss within the boundaries of ELCs (i.e. direct LUC) producing rubber. Propensity score matching results demonstrated that, in comparison with paired control communes, forest loss outside of ELCs (i.e. iLUC) was 25.9% higher in communes containing ELCs producing rubber, experiencing direct LUC within 3 years of establishment, and in provinces with more than 20% of land area in ELCs. QCA showed that iLUC was associated with conditions of conflict, displacement, and dispossession stemming from rapid direct LUC, most often coinciding with rubber production. The counterfactual was also observed in which slower direct LUC, associated with different crops (e.g. cassava, oil palm), was less likely to lead to iLUC. Importantly, the localized case studies used in the QCA provided direct observations of the causal mechanisms of LUC, which then informed the statistical and remote sensing analyses to extend those causal mechanisms to all ELCs based on their observable characteristics and LUC outcomes.

This mixed-methods, triangulation approach resulted in the systematic identification of archetypical pathways of ELCs that did and did not lead to iLUC [21]. Archetype analysis is a comparative approach that seeks to identify a set of recurring, theoretically-grounded ‘building-blocks’ of factors and/or processes that can be combined in various ways to simply describe or infer causal mechanisms from a population of cases [25]. Twelve distinct archetypical pathways—five leading to iLUC and seven leading to negligible iLUC—described 210 ELCs across Cambodia (figure 1).

Archetypical pathways that did not lead to iLUC included local resistance preventing ELC production, ELC revocation by the Cambodian government, speculative production ELCs exhibiting little to no direct LUC, or ELCs that went into full or partial
production [21] (figure 1). Generally, the lack of significant conflict in these cases, either through no or relatively slow ELC implementation, avoided iLUC adjacent to ELC boundaries. Archetypical pathways associated with iLUC included land grabs with and without physical displacement of local communities, resettlement of displaced communities, and failed ELCs [21] (figure 1). Land grab pathways often involved political-economic means of dispossession of communal land, exploitation of informal or incomplete land titling of marginalized communities, and/or a lack of transparency in the concession-granting process. In these cases, iLUC often resulted immediately adjacent to ELC boundaries in an effort by small-holders to halt further expansion of large-scale agriculture by establishing land ownership claims to resist displacement, or by the establishment of farms by in-migrants employed by the concessionaires [26]. The resettlement pathway was characterized by forced or negotiated resettlement of communities dispossessed and displaced by an ELC, often to less productive land, which resulted in forest clearing and establishment of new cultivated plots in the nearby resettled areas. Finally, in a small number of cases (e.g. [27]), smallholders alerted to the granting of an ELC preemptively cleared and occupied land within and around the planned ELC boundaries and prevented it from going into production. ELCs categorized as one of these three archetypical pathways were used to estimate forest loss due to ELC-induced iLUC.

2. Methods

Economic land concession data was obtained from Open Development Cambodia (ODC) [28], a non-governmental organization that provides freely available geospatial data about Cambodia’s economic, social, and environmental change. ODC currently contains 210 ELCs with polygon features representing the spatial location of a deal (figure 1). ELCs from ODC were cross-validated with the Land Matrix database [29] to insure there were no gaps; however, since the Land Matrix often pulls its information from ODC, we did not expect, nor found, any discrepancies. Forest loss was estimated within and outside of ELC boundaries between 2000 and 2016 using the updated Global Forest Change product [26]. Based on previous findings [3, 21], we assumed that forest cover loss associated with tree plantations established prior to 2000 would have a negligible effect on our national-level estimates and were therefore not distinguished from native forest cover in our analysis (see supplementary information is available online at stacks.iop.org/ERL/15/024010/mmedia). Total forest loss estimates were made from the full set of ELCs occurring after 2000 (210 ELCs). A 500 m buffer was added around the boundaries of all ELCs to capture direct LUC associated with ELC implementation that exceeded the predefined concession boundaries (figure S1). Forest loss was considered in three imposed geographic zones (figure 2): within ELC
Figure 2. Overall extent, share, and annual rate of forest loss within a 500 m buffer of ELC boundaries, communes containing ELCs (Zone I), and all other communes without ELCs (Zone II). The map (a) shows the spatial framework for forest loss estimation. Dynamics of percent forest cover for each area of interest are shown in (b). Total and disaggregated annual areas of forest loss are shown in (c) and (d), respectively, and (e) compares the shares of total area and forest loss of each area of interest.

Estimates of iLUC were made from the subset (n = 114) of ELCs associated with the archetypical pathways [21] leading to iLUC: land grabs, resettlement, and failed ELCs. In addition to the causal mechanisms entailed in these archetypical pathways, membership in one of these three required total forest loss in adjacent communes above 7.5% after the ELC establishment or implementation date. A sensitivity analysis was conducted with 10%, 7.5%, 5%, and 3% threshold values. A value of 7.5% was chosen based on the methods detailed in [21] and corroborated with visual inspection of each ELC using Google Earth Pro.

While archetypical pathways indicated the presence of iLUC and important socio-economic processes involved, no spatially-explicit information was found about where and when iLUC was observed in proximity to ELCs. Qualitative evidence from case study narratives and general patterns of remotely sensed forest loss suggested that attribution of iLUC to a specific ELC became more tenuous as distance from the ELC boundary and time since the establishment or implementation of an ELC increased. Estimating iLUC forest loss therefore required a series of assumptions about the spatial and temporal extents under which iLUC could be reliably attributed to a given ELC. Upper and lower bound estimates for the spatial extent of ELC-caused iLUC accounted for all forest loss within the commune (i.e. administrative unit) surrounding an ELC or within a 2 km buffer of the ELC boundary, respectively. For each spatial frame, we accounted for all forest loss occurring 0 (i.e. same year) to 4 years after ELC establishment or implementation. Analogous to a difference-in-difference approach, time lags were calculated relative to each ELC’s specific establishment or implementation year to facilitate an event-based estimation of forest loss across all ELCs associated with iLUC (n = 114).

Estimates of average and maximum annual iLUC forest loss for any given year were calculated for all boundaries (i.e. direct LUC) including a 500 m buffer\(^6\), Zone I (communes that contain an ELC), and Zone II (all other communes that do not contain an ELC).

In situations where buffers of adjacent ELCs overlapped, potential double-counting of forest loss was avoided by merging all ELC buffer boundaries present in a given year into a single area for national analysis (see supplementary information). With the addition of the 500 m buffers, the area analyzed for ELC-caused forest loss via direct LUC expanded to from 2277 to 2561 kha.

We estimated forest loss resulting from direct and indirect LUC based on observed forest change within varying spatial and temporal proximities of ELCs. Direct and indirect LUC may or may not have ensued soon after the establishment of an ELC, and variations in this dynamic were of particular interest. We defined two alternative reference points in time from which to begin tabulating direct and indirect forest loss. (1) The year in which an ELC was established, either by contract or government decree, was considered the ‘establishment year’. (2) The first year total forest loss exceeded of 10% within the ELC buffer boundaries (i.e. direct LUC) was defined as the ‘implementation year’. These two starting points were chosen because previous findings indicated that iLUC could be initiated by either event depending on the specific commodity crop, land acquisition process, timing and rate of direct LUC, and socio-economic impacts [21].

Estimates of direct LUC were made from both establishment and implementation dates for areas within the 500 m buffer around georeferenced ELC boundaries.

\(^6\) The area of land put into production often extended beyond the official georeferenced ELC boundaries provided by Open Development Cambodia. A 500 m buffer was used around ELCs in our analyses to capture forest loss due to implementation of ELC production (i.e. direct land-use change). See figure S1 for examples and further explanation.
‘eligible’ ELCs. For an ELC to be ‘eligible’ in a given year, it must have been categorized as one of the ELCs associated with iLUC, and its establishment/implementation date was within a specified time lag of the year of estimation. For example, a calculation of average annual total iLUC for the year 2012, based on establishment year and with a time lag of 2 years, could have included iLUC forest loss associated with ELCs established in 2010, 2011, or 2012. Area-based estimates of iLUC for 2012 were then calculated by aggregating only forest loss that occurred in 2012 within the given spatial boundaries of the ‘eligible’ ELCs, producing an annual total estimate. Average and maximum annual total forest loss were then calculated across years from 2000 to 2016 by modifying the set of ‘eligible’ ELCs each based on the analytical frame and their individual timing. Due to uncertainty in attribution of iLUC to a particular ELC event, it was necessary to account for iLUC in this way in order to estimate total iLUC occurring in each year. The overall total forest loss was a cumulative measure of iLUC associated with eligible ELCs from 2000 to 2016.

3. Results

3.1. Total forest loss and direct LUC

During the span of 2000–2016, Cambodia lost approximately 1611 kha of forest, or 21.5% of total forest cover (table 1). Zone II (figure 2)—where LUC was presumably unrelated to ELCs—contained 2717 kha (37.5%) of Cambodia’s initial forest cover (2000), and lost 501.7 kha from 2000 to 2016 or equivalent to 31.1% of total forest loss in Cambodia during the study period. Zone I areas contained 3343 kha (46.2%) of Cambodia’s forest in 2000, and lost 633.2 kha during the study period accounting for 39.1% of all forest lost. In contrast, ELCs lost 476.4 kha, or 29.8% of total forest loss in Cambodia, while only containing 1177 kha (16.3%) of forest cover in 2000. Furthermore, forest loss in ELC and Zone I areas intensified during the time span of 2013–2016 (table S1–S3). Average annual forest loss rates in Zone II decreased from 0.4% during 2000–2012 to 0.3% during 2013–2016. During the same periods, average annual forest loss rates in ELC and Zone I areas increased from 1.0% and 0.5% during 2000–2012 to 1.8% and 1.0% during 2013–2016, respectively. The rapid increase in forest loss due to direct LUC in ELCs has been attributed to the Cambodian government’s Order 01 in May 2012, which issued a moratorium on new ELCs and required that active production begin or the concession would be revoked [18]. The contemporaneous increase in forest loss within communes containing ELCs (i.e. Zone I) has not been quantified until this point.

Table 2 displays estimates of forest loss attributable to ELC-caused iLUC for all combinations of spatial and temporal assumptions. The most conservative estimate of iLUC forest loss was 22.4 kha during the year of ELC establishment or 29.4 kha during the year


<p>| Table 1. Estimates of total and proportional forest loss during the period of 2000–2016. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of interest (AOI)</th>
<th>Total forest area in 2000 (kha)</th>
<th>Total forest loss (kha)</th>
<th>% of Cambodia forest cover (2000) lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELC + 500 m buffer</td>
<td>1177 (16.3%)</td>
<td>476.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone I</td>
<td>3343 (46.2%)</td>
<td>633.2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone II</td>
<td>2717 (37.5%)</td>
<td>501.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>7226 (100%)</td>
<td>1611</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2. Estimates of forest loss due to indirect land-use change (iLUC) attributable to ELCs within two different spatial footprints and over five alternative time lags since any given ELC’s establishment and implementation years. Area statistics were calculated from the aggregation of all ELCs over the specified time lag. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
|                                | iLUC Forest loss within 2 km Buffer | iLUC Forest loss within commune |
| Time lag                        | Avg. annual total (kha yr⁻¹)     | Max. annual total (kha yr⁻¹)    | Total (kha)                     | Avg. annual total (kha yr⁻¹)     | Max. annual total (kha yr⁻¹)    | Total (kha)                     |
| Since Estblsh. Year             | 0                               | 1.87                            | 7.79                           | 22.42                           | 5.61                            | 25.04                           | 67.38                           |
|                                | 1                               | 2.98                            | 10.63                          | 35.76                           | 9.06                            | 29.50                           | 108.70                          |
|                                | 2                               | 4.06                            | 11.25                          | 48.71                           | 13.05                           | 32.66                           | 156.54                          |
|                                | 3                               | 5.16                            | 11.56                          | 61.96                           | 17.28                           | 35.81                           | 207.31                          |
|                                | 4                               | 6.05                            | 12.60                          | 72.65                           | 21.23                           | 39.57                           | 254.79                          |
| Since Implmnt. Year            | 0                               | 2.26                            | 10.95                          | 29.38                           | 6.61                            | 27.04                           | 85.95                           |
of ELC implementation. Expanding the spatial extent of analysis from the 2 km buffer to the commune, but without time lags, estimates increased to 67.4 or 86.0 kha for the year of establishment or implementation, respectively. Extending the time lag to 4 years increased forest loss estimates within 2 km buffers to roughly 72.3 and 69.1 kha for ELC establishment or implementation estimates, respectively, and were comparable to the upper bound spatial estimates (commune-level) with no time lag. However, extending both the spatial and temporal extents of the analysis yielded forest loss estimates of 255 and 231 kha since ELC establishment or implementation, respectively, more than a 3 fold increase. Overall, estimates of iLUC forest loss were most sensitive to the spatial extent of the analysis.

Since the time of ELC establishment (i.e. not total forest loss from 2000 to 2016), approximately 428 kha (26.2%) of forest loss occurred attributable to direct LUC within the ELC areas, which represented a loss of 18.8% of forest area within ELCs and 5.7% of all forested area in Cambodia. (figure 3). In comparison, the contribution of iLUC to Cambodia’s total forest loss ranged from 3.0% to 10.7%. This was equivalent to roughly 49–174 kha of forest loss. Regardless of the spatial or temporal assumptions, iLUC was a non-trivial contribution to Cambodia’s overall forest loss.

4. Discussion

The causal mechanisms that link direct LUC to iLUC elsewhere are often unobservable because of their separation in time and space. This article built on previous work [21] that used a variety of methods attending to different aspects of ELCs: global commodity market signals, spatial patterns of LUC, timing of ELC establishment and implementation, and localized processes of land acquisition and LUC. A mixed methods triangulation approach [30, 31] used qualitative findings from one analysis to structure quantitative data for another and vice versa, such that inferences with one method would not be possible without inferences made by another. The result was the construction of archetypical pathways of ELCs leading to iLUC, which established the causality needed in the present work to quantify iLUC attributed to the location and timing of specific ELCs. This work explored varying spatial and temporal analytical frames to quantify localized iLUC, which has to this point only been conducted through local case studies or for specific frontier regions worldwide. We found iLUC contributed to Cambodia’s total forest loss at the rate of 11.4%–40.8% of direct LUC caused by ELCs.

Several assumptions were necessary to conduct this analysis. First, we assumed that LUC observed within the boundaries of ELCs were causally related to their establishment and/or implementation. Alternative causes of LUC were possible, but we justified attributing forest loss within ELC boundaries to ELCs for two reasons. Using covariate matching, Davis et al [3] demonstrated that ELCs increased rates of forest loss relative to comparable areas from 2000 to 2012. It is unlikely that ELCs would not remain the leading cause of LUC within their boundaries from 2013 to 2016, particularly with the documented response by ELC operators to the 2012 moratorium resulting in increased rates and scales of forest loss. In addition,
our previous work [21] relied on localized case studies that reported direct observations of the land acquisition and direct and indirect LUC processes. Those observations ranged from reports of direct forest clearing by the ELC operating companies, e.g. [27], to community members alerted to ELC establishment and rapidly clearing the forest within the ELC boundaries in an attempt to establish land claims, e.g. [32]. ELCs were also observed via remote sensing with no or only partial LUC, suggesting that important variations in the production dynamics of ELCs were observed.

Second, assumptions about the appropriate spatial and temporal extents over which forest loss could be reasonably attributed to ELC-caused iLUC were necessary. No theory exists to inform inference about where and when cascading socio-economic impacts of any given ELC might manifest as iLUC. Previous efforts have noted that attribution of iLUC becomes more uncertain as distance from and time since the initiating cause increases due to the increasing likelihood of intervening factors [13, 33]. Indeed, we observed forest loss adjacent to ELC boundaries continued to increase as we expanded the spatial and temporal extents of the analysis (table 2). While these trends could be artefacts of our chosen analytical framing, the qualitative, process-based insights gleaned from the synthesis of local case studies (i.e. used to develop the archetypical pathways) implicated specific mechanisms—namely resettlement, displacement, and/or land dispossession of local communities—leading to iLUC. Displaced local communities often cleared land at the fringes of the ELC boundary to compensate for lost access to land resources, halt further expansion by ELC companies, and/or establish actively cultivated land as a means to pursue formal land titling [27, 34, 35]. Alternatively, previously landless migrants became the agents of forest loss. Cultivated plots were also established at the fringes of ELCs by those employed by the production company, and/or speculative land clearing occurred within the same commune in anticipation of future ELCs leading to compensation, land titling, or employment [34, 36, 37]. For ELCs classified in one of the three archetypes leading to iLUC, forest loss in adjacent areas was visually inspected using Google Earth Pro time series imagery to verify correct assignment of the ELC to an archetype associated with iLUC. A full description of this process is available in [21].

In addition, we followed the approach of Arima et al [13] and derived estimates of iLUC under varying spatial and temporal assumptions for attributing forest loss to specific ELCs. Generally, forest loss associated with iLUC was higher when measured from implementation rather than establishment year. This was expected because ELC implementation involved active land conversion, which was often associated with displacement of local populations. However, for a time lag of 3 years or more, the pattern was reversed, with total forest loss roughly equal to, or greater for,
5. Conclusion

Our findings pose a larger hypothesis for LSLA research that needs to be tested beyond Cambodia: namely, the total amount of LUC attributable to LSLAs is globally underestimated. Our results demonstrate that land-use impacts from LSLAs can extend far beyond their formal boundaries in space, time, and magnitude. The prevalence of iLUC in connection with LSLAs not only challenges LUC research, but has implications for policies seeking to mitigate the negative environmental effects of LSLAs. The transformative potential of LSLAs extends beyond their formal boundaries, and can catalyze rural social and economic changes, such as smallholder immigration, speculative land grabbing, and/or disrupted land tenure arrangements [35, 38], that result in substantial direct and indirect LUC. This calls into question the effectiveness of reactive policy interventions, such as the Cambodian government’s Directive 01 in 2012, in which some cases had the unintended effect of encouraging rapid land clearing and on ELs [20]. Policies designed to mitigate the environment impacts of LSLA’s must anticipate the potential for iLUC at both national and international scales. More broadly, the iLUC potential of LSLAs must be taken into account in assessments of their impacts globally.
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